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Senior Backend Software Engineer (Node.js)BARCELONA (BARCELONA)Empresa: Whisbi
TechnologiesDescripció: Whisbi is how the world's biggest companies are starting sales
conversations with their customers.  Whisbi has been shortening sales cycles for large
enterprises for ten years, by delivering conversational solutions that engage customers in the
exact moment a sales decision occurs. Whisbi's solutions blend voice, messaging and video
communication, with AI and conversational expertise in specific industry verticals. What this
means is that companies can quickly build sustainable sales flows around complex
organizations and business rules.  Global enterprises such as AT&T, Vodafone, Toyota,
Hyundai and Sky trust Whisbi to coordinate their assisted and unassisted sales. Whisbi is
always the channel with the highest close rate. About the role  As a Senior Backend Software
Engineer (Node.js), you will help Whisbi’s software achieve the best quality and reliability. You
will make intuitive high-level decisions for software development. You will see the “big picture”
and create architectural approaches for software design and implementation to guide the
development. You are a team player who loves to teach and learn. About the team The Whisbi
Engineering team is made of talented and experienced developers and is responsible for the
development of the Whisbi Platform. We are working closely with the Product team in a Scrum
process, iterating quickly and constantly to improve our product and create new solutions for our
Clients. We are organized in the Squads/Chapters model, each Squad being an independent
and cross-functional team. Quick overview of our tech stack NodeJS + TypeScript
microservices running on a Docker infrastructure in the Cloud Angular front-ends for Web
browsers Flutter apps for mobile devicesRelació laboral: LABORAL INDEFINITNombre Hores:
0Salari mensual des de: 0Salari mensual fins a: No informat30/01/2020
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